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Learning Resources
A reliable safety program
begins first with every
employee's attitude to safety.

Accident Causes And
Prevention (Second
Edition)
The Safety On The Job Series

eveals the behaviors
that signal safety
hazards including lack of
attention and
concentration, irritability,
and health problems.
Teaches supervisors to be
alert and sensitive to staff
problems with the goal of
preventing accidents. Staff
are taught to seek help to
deal with personal
problems.

Adult, Professional
17 minutes, order 1-8286-IN

R

Closed Captioned
Adult, Professional
16 minutes, order 1-8324-IN

Employee Safety
Orientation
xplains the importance
of refraining from
substance abuse before
and during work. Promotes
observing proper
housekeeping practices
and following electrical
and fire safety procedures.
Includes using and wearing
personal protective
equipment and clothing,
and tips for preventing
injuries.

E

Adult
12 minutes, order 4-3002-IN

supervisors and
managers...an excellent film.
Community Consultant,
Addiction Research
Foundation.

I'm Still Standing
The Basic Safety Series

Eye Care And Safety
his program reminds
Tinjuries
employees that eye
can easily happen
and shows them how to
prevent those injuries.
Topics covered include
how the eye functions,
common types of eye
injuries and their causes,
short and long term efects
of eye injuries, good eye
care and safety practices,
and selecting and using
appropriate personal
protective equipment.
Adult
14 minutes, order 1-8923-IN

Fall Prevention In The
Workplace

A comprehensive leader's
guide and reproducible
scheduling forms,
attendance forms,
employee quiz, and
training certificate
accompany the program.
Adult
15 minutes, order 1-8873-IN

The Hazards Of
Substance Abuse (2nd
Edition)
The Safety On The Job Series

his well produced video
shows how important it
Tis not
to drink or take
drugs on the job. While no
one will quibble with that
assertion, awareness just
isn't enough.

eatured character Andy
Fattention-getting
Upright adds some
humorous
sequences from the
program Slips, Trips and
Falls. Covers several
hazardous situations and
avoidance techniques that
reveal the causes of slips,
trips, and falls, and how to
move and work safely.
Adult
14 minutes, order 1-8306-IN

Public Assembly Fire
Safety
his video is a valuable
Ttheaters,
tool for restaurants,
civic halls and

other public assembly
facilities. Special segments
The tape does recommend show how employees can
counseling at the end. It
alls are the second
create a team to assist
mentions prescription and customers and visitors in a
leading cause of death
over the counter drugs —
each year (after traffic
fire emergency.
something other programs Adult
accidents) and the source
don't — and warns about
of thousands of injuries
15 minutes, order 8-5002-IN
and permanent disabilities. how they impair.
I've had an excellent
About 85 percent of all
response from this video. I
falls that occur on the job
use it with our EAP programs.
result in lost work time.
This program provides the The thing I like best is its
honesty - it doesn't try to
information employees
overdramatize ot overwhelm
need to work safely “off
you with statistics. It deals
the ground.”
with all aspects of substance
Topics include: hazards
awareness on the job, from
and hazardous
cold remedies to illegal drugs.
environments, a fall
It fits right into the workplace,
protection plan, proper
it's appropriate for everyone
housekeeping, safety
from those on the line to
precautions, and protective
equipment.

F
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Learning Resources
Unintentional actions such
as driving too slowly,
blocking the passing lane,
A View From The Driver's Seat
cutting off another driver,
Road rage” is deliberate, or tailgating, can all lead to
road rage. Knowing what
violent behaviour by a
driver in response to a real to do if confronted by a
person who is enraged can
or imagined traffic
grievance. Drivers may use mean the difference
their vehicles as weapons, between life and death.
Ages 16 to Adult
or even get out of their
20 minutes, order 1-2252-IN
cars to accost or attack
another driver. Road rage
What Do You Know
occurs when something
About Safety?
“snaps” in a driver who
might usually drive
tudies show that the
carefully and obey all
more employees know
traffic laws. Incidents
about why safety is
caused by road rage can
important, and the logic
and do result in physical
behind the safety
assault, damage to or
programs and procedures
destruction of personal
and public property. Similar they are asked to follow,
the more committed they
to the road rage driver is
the “aggressive” driver. An become to working safely.
aggressive driver may run This program shows
red lights, tailgate, weave
employees how safety
in and out of traffic and
procedures and regulations
ignore traffic laws as their protect them. It is also an
normal pattern of driving.
excellent refresher for front
An aggressive driver may
line supervisors, who are
trigger road rage in
held legally liable for
another driver or may
violations of safety
develop road rage
procedures.
themselves.
The program covers: the

Road Rage And
Aggressive Driving

“

S

This timely program looks
at road rage and
aggressive driving from the
driver's perspective.
Viewers learn what to do if
they are the object of an
enraged driver and how to
avoid becoming enraged
themselves.

importance of safety
consciousness; effective
communication for safety;
signs, labels and tags; lockout/tag-out; chemical
safety; fires, extinguishers
and evacuation; slips, trips
and falls; lifting and back
safety; and more.

When You Least Expect It
employees start to get
Ajobs,scomfortable
with their
many times they
begin to neglect good
safety practices. They seem
to feel that they have been
doing the job for such a
long time ... and know it so
well ... that nothing could
possibly go wrong.
This program points out to
employees that no matter
how much you know
about your job, things can
go wrong if you don't
follow good safety
practices .. and that it
usually happens “when
you lest expect it.”
Topics covered include:
unsafe conditions; signs,
labels and tags; working
with electricity; ladders;
lifting and back safety;
hazardous chemicals and
gases; and more.
“Superb and excellent! This is
probably the best safety video
I have ever seen.” Marilyn
Forbes, Manager of Human
Resources, Kolmar of
Canada.

This listing is correct as of
Friday January 5, 2001 but is
subject to change without
notice. If this listing appears to
be out of date, please contact
us for up-to-date pricing and
availability. This is Subject Nbr
208. For a brief master list of
all available subjects, request
document number 800. For an
ORDER FORM, request
document number 801

Need More
Information
About Our
Programs?
These listings are very
brief. Detailed title
information is only a
free phone call away.
Check out our internet
web page at
www.canlearn.com
Selecting the tab ’online
catalog’ will take you to
a complete listing of
every title available
from us.

Adult
15 minutes, order 1-8918-IN

Adult
14 minutes, order 1-8949-IN
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